
 
Software Engineer (Globalization/RDBMS) 
Oracle Corporation 
Redwood Shores, CA 
Full-time with full Oracle benefits 
 
The Server Globalization Technology (SGT) team builds globalized internet applications that service a 
diverse world population with vastly different cultural and linguistic conventions has become a key 
factor to creating a strategic advantage in today’s dynamic global economy. Oracle is the industry leader 
in delivering the most comprehensive and reliable globalization solutions for the e-business model. SGT 
is the central provider of globalization infrastructure and expertise for all products and technologies 
under Server Technologies, including Database Server, Application Server, Collaboration Suite, and 
Enterprise Manager. Some key globalization technology advances are being made in Unicode 
enablement in the Oracle product stack to enable building and deploying of single global version of 
applications and database. 
 
Responsibilities include: 
Development on Oracle globalization common infrastructures in C, Java, and RDBMS globalization 
features such as Unicode support and character set migration. Will work closely with SGT product 
managers to transfer customer requirements into new features, going through full release cycle in 
design, coding, testing, and documentation. Will work closely with SGT QA team and performance team 
to improve the code quality. Will work closely with base teams to ensure proper globalization of various 
features, design/implement new globalization features, and promote standard globalization practices. 
Work is non-routine and very complex, involving the application of advanced technical/business skills in 
areas of specialization. May have project lead role and provide direction and mentoring to other 
members. A minimum of five years of software engineering or related industry experience is required. 
 
Desired Qualifications:  
- BS/MS in Computer Science or related field 
- Strong Java and C/C++ programming experience 
- Linux, Windows, and Solaris programming experience 
- Experience with Oracle RDBMS API's including SQL, OCI, JDBC, ODBC, PL/SQL etc. or equivalent RDBMS 
products 
- Working knowledge of J2EE technologies and multi-tiered web applications 
- Internationalization software development experience a plus 
- Excellent analytical and problem solving skills and ability to learn new technologies quickly 
- Ability to work under pressure in a fast paced environment and manage multiple projects 
simultaneously.  
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills 
- Some project management background and matrix management skills 
- Secondary language skills a plus 
 
APPLICATION PROCESS: 
Qualified candidates may e-mail resumes directly to Oracle Corporation Recruiting for immediate 

consideration. Please email todd.gorman@oracle.com with “Software Engineer 
(Globalization/RDBMS)” on the subject line for consideration. IRC1596172 
 

mailto:todd.gorman@oracle.com


As part of Oracle’s employment process candidates will be required to complete a pre-employment 
screening process, prior to an offer being made. This will involve identity and employment verification, 
salary verification, professional references, education verification and professional qualifications and 
memberships (if applicable). 
 
Oracle Supports Workforce Diversity 
 


